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Graph Classes

1999-01-01

the definitive encyclopedia for the literature on graph classes

Dislocation Mechanism-Based Crystal Plasticity

2019-04-12

dislocation based crystal plasticity theory and computation at micron and submicron scale provides a

comprehensive introduction to the continuum and discreteness dislocation mechanism based theories

and computational methods of crystal plasticity at the micron and submicron scale sections cover the

fundamental concept of conventional crystal plasticity theory at the macro scale without size effect

strain gradient crystal plasticity theory based on taylar law dislocation mechanism at the mesoscale



phase field theory of crystal plasticity computation at the submicron scale including single crystal

plasticity theory and the discrete continuous model of crystal plasticity with three dimensional discrete

dislocation dynamics coupling finite element method ddd fem three kinds of plastic deformation

mechanisms for submicron pillars are systematically presented further sections discuss dislocation

nucleation and starvation at high strain rate and temperature effect for dislocation annihilation

mechanism covers dislocation mechanism based crystal plasticity theory and computation at the

micron and submicron scale presents crystal plasticity theory without size effect deals with the 3d

discrete continuous 3d dcm theoretic and computational model of crystal plasticity with 3d discrete

dislocation dynamics 3d ddd coupling finite element method fem includes discrete dislocation

mechanism based theory and computation at the submicron scale with single arm source coating

micropillar lower cyclic loading pillars and dislocation starvation at the submicron scale



Pluralism and Democracy in India

2015-02-09

wendy doniger and martha nussbaum bring together leading scholars from a wide array of disciplines

to address a crucial question how does the world s most populous democracy survive repeated

assaults on its pluralistic values india s stunning linguistic cultural and religious diversity has been

supported since independence by a political structure that emphasizes equal rights for all and protects

liberties of religion and speech but a decent constitution does not implement itself and challenges to

these core values repeatedly arise most recently in the form of the hindu right movements of the

twenty first century that threatened to destabilize the nation and upend its core values in the wake of a

notorious pogrom in the state of gujarat in which approximately 2000 muslim civilians were killed

focusing on this time of tension and threat the essays in this volume consider how a pluralistic

democracy managed to survive they examine the role of political parties and movements including the



women s movement as well as the role of the arts the press the media and a historical legacy of

pluralistic thought and critical argument featuring essays from eminent scholars in history religious

studies political science economics women s studies and media studies pluralism and democracy in

india offers an urgently needed case study in democratic survival as nehru said of india on the eve of

independence these dreams are for india but they are also for the world the analysis this volume offers

illuminates not only the past and future of one nation but the prospects of democracy for all

Quantum Probability Communications: Qp-pq (Volumes 12)

2003-06-27

lecture notes from a summer school on quantum probability held at the university of grenoble are

collected in these two volumes of the qp pq series the articles have been refereed and extensively

revised for publication it is hoped that both current and future students of quantum probability will be



engaged informed and inspired by the contents of these two volumes an extensive bibliography

containing the references from all the lectures is included in volume 12

Integer and Combinatorial Optimization

2014-08-28

rave reviews for integer and combinatorial optimization this book provides an excellent introduction and

survey of traditional fields of combinatorial optimization it is indeed one of the best and most complete

texts on combinatorial optimization available and with more than 700 entries it has quite an exhaustive

reference list optima a unifying approach to optimization problems is to formulate them like linear

programming problems while restricting some or all of the variables to the integers this book is an

encyclopedic resource for such formulations as well as for understanding the structure of and solving

the resulting integer programming problems computing reviews this book can serve as a basis for



various graduate courses on discrete optimization as well as a reference book for researchers and

practitioners mathematical reviews this comprehensive and wide ranging book will undoubtedly

become a standard reference book for all those in the field of combinatorial optimization bulletin of the

london mathematical society this text should be required reading for anybody who intends to do

research in this area or even just to keep abreast of developments times higher education supplement

london also of interest integer programming laurence a wolsey comprehensive and self contained this

intermediate level guide to integer programming provides readers with clear up to date explanations on

why some problems are difficult to solve how techniques can be reformulated to give better results and

how mixed integer programming systems can be used more effectively 1998 0 471 28366 5 260 pp

Reports on India's Tax Reforms /c[chairman, Vijay L. Kelkar ;



Chairman, Parthasarathy Shome ; Chiarman, Raja J. Chelliah].

2003

the present publication includes important reports and statistical data on tax reforms viz report of the

task force on direct taxes report of the task force on direct taxes report of the task force on indirect

taxes also including the consultation papers report of the advisory group on tax reforms 2001 and the

chelliah committee reports 1992 and 1993 the document on indian public finance statistics june 2002 is

also included

Surveys in Combinatorics 2013

2013

surveys of recent important developments in combinatorics covering a wide range of areas in the field



Singlet Oxygen, UV-A and Ozone

2000-07-05

recent advances in understanding the biological role of singlet oxygen in the pathways of cellular

responses to ultraviolet a radiation its key position in photodynamical effects and its generation by

photochemical dark reactions e g by cells of the immune system such as eosinophils and

macrophages are the focus of this volume the new methods and techniques responsible for the rapid

progress in this area are presented the critically acclaimed laboratory standard for more than forty

years methods in enzymology is one of the most highly respected publications in the field of

biochemistry since 1955 each volume has been eagerly awaited frequently consulted and praised by

researchers and reviewers alike now with more than 300 volumes all of them still in print the series

contains much material still relevant today truly an essential publication for researchers in all fields of

life sciences



Chemical Reactivity in Confined Systems

2021-08-23

an insightful analysis of confined chemical systems for theoretical and experimental scientists chemical

reactivity in confined systems theory and applications presents a theoretical basis for the molecular

phenomena observed in confined spaces the book highlights state of the art theoretical and

computational approaches with a focus on obtaining physically relevant clarification of the subject to

enable the reader to build an appreciation of underlying chemical principles the book includes real

world examples of confined systems that highlight how the reactivity of atoms and molecules change

upon encapsulation chapters include discussions on recent developments related to several host guest

systems including cucurbit n uril exbox 4 clathrate hydrates octa acid cavitand metal organic

frameworks mofs covalent organic frameworks cofs zeolites fullerenes and carbon nanotubes readers

will learn how to carry out new calculations to understand the physicochemical behavior of confined



quantum systems topics covered include a thorough introduction to global reactivity descriptors

including electronegativity hardness and electrophilicity an exploration of the fukui function as well as

dual descriptors higher order derivatives and reactivity through information theory a practical

discussion of spin dependent reactivity and temperature dependent reactivity concise treatments of

population analysis reaction force electron localization functions and the solvent effect on reactivity

perfect for academic researchers and graduate students in theoretical and computational chemistry

and confined chemical systems chemical reactivity in confined systems theory and applications will

also earn a place in the libraries of professionals working in the areas of catalysis supramolecular

chemistry and porous materials

Xenobiotics and Inflammation

2012-12-02



the affect of xenobiotics on host resistance in general and specific immune functions has become the

focus of much current research this book synthesises current information on how chemicals

xenobiotics can affect the immune system to cuse dysfunction focusing on the process of inflammation

it provides a much needed single source reference for researchers investigation the mechanisms

responsible for altered host resistance following exposture to xenobiotics emphasis is placed on the

roles of cytokines and growth factors in the inflammatory process and how such processes are altered

and modulated by xenobiotics this volume contains information pertinent to those exploring cell growth

angiogenesis hematopoetic differentiation and recruitment to and proliferation of cells in various tissue

sites this volume brings together experts in inflammation cytokines cell growth immunology and

toxicology to provide a highly yseful volume modulated by chemicals divided into three sections the

book offers an organ system approach to understanding inflammation and xenobiotics



Graph Coloring Problems

2011-10-24

contains a wealth of information previously scattered in research journals conference proceedings and

technical reports identifies more than 200 unsolved problems every problem is stated in a self

contained extremely accessible format followed by comments on its history related results and

literature the book will stimulate research and help avoid efforts on solving already settled problems

each chapter concludes with a comprehensive list of references which will lead readers to original

sources important contributions and other surveys

Back To The Truth

2010-05-11



a systematic treatment of advaita which demystifies it differentiating between approaches and teachers

enabling you to decide which approach is most suitable for you

Drugs Affecting Lipid Metabolism

2012-12-06

the recent symposium and the appearance of this new book on drugs affecting lipid metabolism take

place at a very unusual time for the development of this area after the publication and wide

acceptance of the results of the cholestyramine study by the lipid clinics in the usa showing for the first

time a direct association between drug induced reduction of plasma levels of total and ldl cholesterol

and coronary heart disease in a high risk population an unparalleled interest in drugs and other

procedures able to control plasma cholesterol levels has been activated two other significant events

occurred during 1986 and 1987 the availability of compact instruments for the immediate determination



of total cholesterol in plasma or total blood and the developments of new agents such as the inhibitors

of hmg coa hydroxymethyl glutaryl coa reductase and acat inhibitors with potentially great effect on

plasma lipid levels after oral administration these new advances together with the combined efforts of

cell biologists and lipoprotein chemists have set the pace for an exciting period of research and clinical

applications of diets and drugs af fecting lipids this volume which includes the work of many of the

leading world laboratories represents an authoritative and up to date ap praisal of the status of the art

and a stimulus to future research at laboratory and clinical level in an area of opportunity for clinical

and preventive medicine

Single-Molecule Enzymology: Fluorescence-Based and High-

Throughput Methods

2016-10-28



single molecule enzymology part a the latest volume in the methods in enzymology series continues

the legacy of this premier serial with quality chapters authored by leaders in the field this volume

covers research methods in single molecule enzymology and includes sections on such topics as force

based and hybrid approaches fluorescence high throughput sm enzymology nanopores and tethered

particle motion continues the legacy of this premier serial with quality chapters authored by leaders in

the field covers research methods in single molecule enzymology contains sections on such topics as

force based and hybrid approaches fluorescence high throughput sm enzymology nanopores and

tethered particle motion

Natural Antioxidants in Human Health and Disease

2012-12-02

this book serves as a comprehensive overview of the current scientific knowledge on the health effects



of dietary and supplemental antioxidants such as vitamins c and e chapters integrate information from

basic research and animal studies epidemiologic studies and clinical intervention trials the popular

media has taken great interest in antioxidants with numerous articles emphasizing their role in

preventing disease and the possible slowing of the aging process these antioxidant vitamins may be

important in preventing not only acute deficiency symptoms but also chronic disorders such as heart

disease and certain types of cancer this book therefore is not only for scientists and doctors but also

for health writers journalists and informed lay people the text focuses on several human conditions for

which there is now good scientific evidence that oxidation is an important etiological component

specifically antioxidants may prevent or slow down the progression of cancer cardiovascular disease

immune system disorders cataracts neurological disorders degeneration due to the aging process



Antioxidant Status, Diet, Nutrition, and Health

2019-10-16

this is the first book to integrate the biological nutritional and health aspects of antioxidant status fifty

contributors integrate and transfer the knowledge of free radicals and antioxidants from the test tube to

the laboratory of the biologist clinical nutritionist and medical researcher as well as to the office of the

dietician nutritionist and physician topics examined include factors affecting and methods for evaluating

antioxidant status in humans effect of diet and physiological stage infancy aging exercise alcoholism

hiv infection etc on antioxidant status and the role of antioxidant status in nutrition health and disease

Soft Matter

2024-03-26



soft matter science is an interdisciplinary field at the interface of physics biology chemistry engineering

and materials science it encompasses colloids polymers and liquid crystals as well as rapidly emerging

topics such as metamaterials memory formation and learning in matter bioactive systems and artificial

life this textbook introduces key phenomena and concepts in soft matter from a modern perspective

marrying established knowledge with the latest developments and applications the presentation

integrates statistical mechanics dynamical systems and hydrodynamic approaches emphasizing

conservation laws and broken symmetries as guiding principles while paying attention to computational

and machine learning advances the book features introductory chapters on fluid mechanics elasticity

and stochastic phenomena and also covers advanced topics such as pattern formation and active

matter it discusses technological applications as well as relevant phenomena in the life sciences and

offers perspectives on emerging research directions



Connected at infinity II: a selection of mathematics by Indians

2013-01-01

an introduction to quantum stochastic calculus aims to deepen our understanding of the dynamics of

systems subject to the laws of chance both from the classical and the quantum points of view and

stimulate further research in their unification this is probably the first systematic attempt to weave

classical probability theory into the quantum framework and provides a wealth of interesting features

the origin of ito s correction formulae for brownian motion and the poisson process can be traced to

commutation relations or equivalently the uncertainty principle quantum stochastic integration enables

the possibility of seeing new relationships between fermion and boson fields many quantum dynamical

semigroups as well as classical markov semigroups are realised through unitary operator evolutions

the text is almost self contained and requires only an elementary knowledge of operator theory and

probability theory at the graduate level this is an excellent volume which will be a valuable companion



both to those who are already active in the field and those who are new to it furthermore there are a

large number of stimulating exercises scattered through the text which will be invaluable to students

mathematical reviews this monograph gives a systematic and self contained introduction to the fock

space quantum stochastic calculus in its basic form by making emphasis on the mathematical aspects

of quantum formalism and its connections with classical probability and by extensive presentation of

carefully selected functional analytic material this makes the book very convenient for a reader with the

probability theoretic orientation wishing to make acquaintance with wonders of the noncommutative

probability and more specifcally for a mathematics student studying this field zentralblatt math

elegantly written with obvious appreciation for fine points of higher mathematics most notable is the

author s effort to weave classical probability theory into a quantum framework the american

mathematical monthly



Proceedings of the 1970 Heat Transfer and Fluid Mechanics

Institute

1970

at the nexus of advances in molecular genetics and findings in redox biology this volume elaborates on

the dynamics governing cellular redox states and aggregates the body of evidence linking oxidative

stress and redox modulation with a host of monogenetic and polygenetic diseases

Lipid Peroxidation in Biological Systems

1988

from the reviews about 30 years ago when i was a student the first book on combinatorial optimization



came out referred to as the lawler simply i think that now with this volume springer has landed a coup

the schrijver the box is offered for less than 90 euro which to my opinion is one of the best deals after

the introduction of this currency or spectrum

An Introduction to Quantum Stochastic Calculus

2012-12-13

this book was inspired by the presentations delivered at the oxidative damage repair symposium

november 1990 the book is organized into 20 chapters which mirror the 20 session topics of the

oxidative damage repair symposium



Redox-Genome Interactions in Health and Disease

2003-09-12

no detailed description available for proc vilnius conf prob stat vol 1 prohorov e book

Combinatorial Optimization

2003-02-12

interest in wine science has grown enormously over the last two decades as the health benefits of

moderate wine consumption have become firmly established in preventing heart disease stroke cancer

and dementia the growth of molecular biology has allowed proper investigation of grapevine identity

and lineage and led to improvements in the winemak



Oxidative Damage & Repair

2013-10-22

social network analysis applications have experienced tremendous advances within the last few years

due in part to increasing trends towards users interacting with each other on the internet social

networks are organized as graphs and the data on social networks takes on the form of massive

streams which are mined for a variety of purposes social network data analytics covers an important

niche in the social network analytics field this edited volume contributed by prominent researchers in

this field presents a wide selection of topics on social network data mining such as structural

properties of social networks algorithms for structural discovery of social networks and content analysis

in social networks this book is also unique in focussing on the data analytical aspects of social

networks in the internet scenario rather than the traditional sociology driven emphasis prevalent in the

existing books which do not focus on the unique data intensive characteristics of online social



networks emphasis is placed on simplifying the content so that students and practitioners benefit from

this book this book targets advanced level students and researchers concentrating on computer

science as a secondary text or reference book data mining database information security electronic

commerce and machine learning professionals will find this book a valuable asset as well as primary

associations such as acm ieee and management science

Probability Theory and Mathematical Statistics. Vol. 1

2020-05-18

this volume provides a comprehensive treatment of the latest research on oxidative stress and

antioxidant defenses in all types of aerobic organisms this book investigates oxidative stress in

prokaryotes protists plants fungi vertebrates and invertebrates stimulating cross fertilization among

diverse fields in addition it explains the basic science of oxygen activation and oxidative stress as a



foundation for more advanced material making this book useful as a resource for both specialists and

non specialists

Probability Theory and Mathematical Statistics

1987

a comprehensive yet entertaining introduction to advaita the non dual philosophy which provides a

completely reasonable explanation for who we are and the nature of the universe there are many self

help approaches promising enlightenment and happiness but most are illogical and lack any proven

capability advaita has a guru disciple tradition stretching back for several thousand years and can

guarantee the sincere seeker a progressive path to self realization a 21st century treatment of this

ancient eastern philosophy this book addresses all of the issues that are covered by both traditional

teachers from the lineage of shankara and by modern satsang teaching and direct path methods



stemming from ramana maharshi and krishna menon topics are explained in an accessible and

readable manner using amusing quotations and stories along with an abundance of metaphors from a

wide variety of sources

Wine

2002-12-19

the encyclopedia of herbs and spices provides comprehensive coverage of the taxonomy botany

chemistry functional properties medicinal uses culinary uses and safety issues relating to over 250

species of herbs and spices these herbs and spices constitute an important agricultural commodity

many are traded globally and are indispensable for pharmaceuticals flavouring foods and beverages

and in the perfumery and cosmetic industries more recently they are increasingly being identified as

having high nutraceutical potential and important value in human healthcare this encyclopedia is an



excellent resource for researchers students growers and manufacturers in the fields of horticulture

agriculture botany crop sciences food science and pharmacognosy

Social Network Data Analytics

2011-03-18

contains new and expanded material on antioxidants in beverages and herbal products nitric oxide and

selenium and the effect of vitamin c on cardiovascular disease and of lipoic acid on aging

hyperglycemia and insulin resistance offering over 4200 contemporary references 2000 more than the

previous edition the second edition of the handbook of antioxidants is an up to the minute source for

nutritionists and dietitians cell biologists and biochemists cardiologists oncologists dermatologists and

medical students in these disciplines



Oxidative Stress and Antioxidant Defenses in Biology

2012-12-06

fuel cells have been recognized to be destined to form the cornerstone of energy technologies in the

twenty first century the rapid advances in fuel cell system development have left current information

available only in scattered journals and internet sites advances in fuel cells fills the information gap

between regularly scheduled journals and university level textbooks by providing in depth coverage

over a broad scope the present volume provides informative chapters on thermodynamic performance

of fuel cells macroscopic modeling of polymer electrolyte membranes the prospects for phosphonated

polymers as proton exchange fuel cell membranes polymer electrolyte membranes for direct methanol

fuel cells materials for state of the art pem fuel cells and their suitability for operation above 100 c

analytical modelling of direct methanol fuel cells and methanol reforming processes includes

contributions by leading experts working in both academic and industrial r d disseminates the latest



research discoveries a valuable resource for senior undergraduates and graduate students it provides

in depth coverage over a broad scope

Ionospheric Radio Communications

2013-12-11

this valuable handbook has been compiled by internationally renowned researchers in the field each

chapter is focused on a specific composite system or a class of composites presenting a detailed

description of processing properties and applications

The Book of One

2010-05-11



size effects in plasticity from macro to nano provides concise explanations of all available methods in

this area from atomistic simulation to non local continuum models to capture size effects it then

compares their applicability to a wide range of research scenarios this essential guide addresses basic

principles numerical issues and computation applications and provides code which readers can use in

their own modeling projects researchers in the fields of computational mechanics materials science

and engineering will find this to be an ideal resource when they address the size effects observed in

deformation mechanisms and strengths of various materials provides a comprehensive reference on

the field of size effects and a review of mechanics of materials research in all scales explains all major

methods of size effects simulation including non local continuum models non local crystal plasticity

discrete dislocation methods and molecular dynamics includes source codes that readers can use in

their own projects



Polymer Electrolyte Fuel Cells 14 (PEFC 14)

2014

today in the era of the statins cholesterol lowering drugs there is no longer any doubt about the value

of lowering blood cholesterol levels the cholesterol wars chronicles the controversy that swirled around

the lipid hypothesis of atherosclerosis for so many years in fact the lower the better is the position of

many clinicians however getting to this point has been a long uphill battle marked by heated debate

and sometimes violent disagreement the history of this controversy is told here for its own sake and

because remembering it may help us avoid similar mistakes in the future dr steinberg and his

colleagues have published over 400 papers relating to lipid and lipoprotein metabolism and

atherosclerosis reflecting the prominence these authors have in the community chronicles the

miraculous power of the statins to prevent heart attacks and save lives of great interest to the many

manufacturers of these drugs discusses new targets for intervention based on a better understanding



of the molecular basis of atherosclerosis

The Encyclopedia of Herbs and Spices

2017-12-28

themes included are issues on health and disease approaches health and health care systems socio

cultural and ecological dimension nutrition human growth and development health and mental illness

contemporary issues in tribal health and care of the agedcontributors are from academic and research

institutions of various states and union territories subject specialists from different fields such as

anthropology biochemistry bio medicine community medicine demography geography home science

indigenous system of medicine ayurveda microbiology pediatrics philosophy psychiatry and social

psychology covers a variety of therapies ranging from traditional to modern therapy for curing illness

and disease research papers have been reviewed by the subject specialists useful for the



academicians from the fields of anthropology sociology psychology home science medical

professionals social scientists administrators planners ngos teachers and students of various

disciplines and the broad spectrum of scholars interested in the science of man

Handbook of Antioxidants

2001-10-26

Advances in Fuel Cells

2007-04-23



Handbook of Ceramic Composites

2006-08-25

Size Effects in Plasticity

2019-08-01

International Journal of Afro-Asian Studies

2011-04-28



The Cholesterol Wars

2008

Bio-social Issues in Health
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